
Science Education for Critical Thinking

Elke dag nemen we veel beslissingen. Het ligt in onze aard om 
informatie te verzamelen, te verwerken en te verspreiden. In dit
proces zijn we niet zo rationeel als we zouden willen denken, 
eerder erg vatbaar voor verkeerde informatie. Zeker in de 
huidige tijd, waarin de hoeveelheid informatie overweldigend kan
zijn, is het belangrijk om autonoom kritisch denken te
ontwikkelen. Hierin is wetenschapsonderwijs een uitstekend
platform om scholieren de juiste tools te bieden om feiten van 
meningen te scheiden, om te gaan met informatie-overflow en
vooringenomenheid te minimaliseren.

Every day we make many decisions. It is in our nature to 
gather, process and disseminate information. In this process 
we are not as rational as we would like to think, rather very 
susceptible to misinformation. Especially in today's world, 
where the amount of information can be overwhelming, it is 
important to develop autonomous critical thinking. In this, 
science education is an excellent platform to provide students 
with the right tools to separate facts from opinions, deal with 
information overflow and minimize bias.Translated with 
www.DeepL.com/Translator (free version)

Nederlands: English: 

Michal Shemesh, PhD
Department of Bionanosciences, TUD



1. The responsibility of recycling is on the consumer rather than companies
2. Tik-Tok is damaging to youth
3. Covid vaccines should be mandatory
4. Porn sites are part of free internet and should not be restricted
5. Social media platforms (as Facebook) should be tightly regulated

Before we start:

Read the following statements:

Relate each statement (by number) to your opinion- Agree/Disagree/Neutral
For example: 1- Strongly Disagree

Next, write down your feeling when reading each statement
For example: 1- Angry



What is critical thinking actually? 

• What types of thinking are we aware of? 

• What is critical thinking? 

• How do we process information? 

Introduction:

Daydream Reflections

Creative thinking

planning



Many times Mis-information is not 
intentional: researchers overstating their 
findings or misrepresenting their data

Why is this workshop given by TU Delft? 

Scientists routinely combine creative thinking (coming up with a hypothesis) and critical thinking (verifying this hypothesis)

Rate of publication numbers increase 
Vs. 
Availability of resources to validate 
these findings?  

Introduction:



Diving into the meaning of critical thinking: lets talk about Climate Change 
(formally known as Global Warming) 

(Photo: Getty Images)

Self-illusion:



Impacts of global warming -consensus among scientific community

- Loss of biodiversity 

- Melting Ice and Rising sea level

- Extreme weather events: Heat waves, Fires, Floods- decreasing water quality

- Heavy costs on health, society and economy 

As always, developing areas, women and children, are at higher risk

Sir David Attenborough

Self-illusion:



Numerous studies have found overwhelming scientific consensus on human-caused global warming both in the 
scientific community (Anderegg et al., 2010; Carlton et al., 2015; Doran & Zimmerman, 2009) and in the scientific 
literature (Cook et al., 2013; Oreskes, 2004).

Only small minority of climate scientists reject the consensus position –
climate denial has a vanishingly small presence in the scientific literature

The small number of published studies that reject mainstream climate science have been shown to possess fatal errors:
inappropriate statistical methods, false dichotomies, and conclusions based on misconceived physics

Abraham et al. (2014)

Benestad et al. (2016)

Contrarians have a higher presence in media coverage of climate change relative to expert scientists 
(Petersen, Vincent, & Westerling, 2019)

Cook, J. (2020). Deconstructing Climate Science Denial. In Holmes, D. & Richardson, L. M.
(Eds.) Edward Elgar Research Handbook in Communicating Climate Change. Cheltenham: Edward Elgar.

The next section, including figures is taken from: 

Climate change denial – Not a problem of science
Self-illusion:



Climate change denial- a problem of communication

BBC

Self-illusion:



Looking into some justifications for climate change denial: 
Self-illusion:

Its inevitable Climate science is UnreliableNot real Its not us! Its actually not bad



Doubts regarding scientific conduct or integrity

The concept of Uncertainty is grasped differently in the general public than within scientific community: 

Uncertainty for Scientist means that each measurement lays within a certain range of values. 

Uncertainty as can be grasped by general public means we don’t know if it will actually happen

The implications are - Attacks on the integrity of science conduct, 
or even the integrity of climate scientists themselves:  

- climate science is corrupt (Jacques & Knox, 2016)
- climate scientists being deeply corrupt, hysterical, and working 
in the interest of the powerful (Roper, Ganesh & Zorn (2016)

https://scienceclubhitk.blogspot.com/

Self-illusion:



Case study- climate change discussion from a critical thinking point of view 

Rhetorical methodologies- FLICC (Diethelm &McKee 2009; Hoofnagle 2007; Hansson 2017):

1. Fake experts
2. Logical fallacies
3. Impossible expectations
4. Cherry picking
5. Conspiracy theories 

Critical digestion 



Fake experts- casting doubt

Fake experts are spokespeople that convey the impression of expertise on a topic while possessing little to no relevant 
expertise. You can recognize their title: “private researchers” that were not approved by the community, as for example 
published in peer-reviewed journals
(Hannson, 2017)

Critical digestion 

2008

Biochemist in education
Formally faculty member at University of California

Head of a privately financed laboratory

M*A*S*H Star Wars Spice GirlsCharles Darwin

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/M*A*S*H_(TV_series)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Star_Wars
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spice_Girls
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Charles_Darwin


Logical fallacies

Logical fallacies occur in arguments where the premises or starting assumptions do not logically lead to the conclusion

Critical digestion 

*Using a person:
(name) is well known authority, therefore (name’s) statements 
are true (not if not related to the area of specialty)

*Circular argument: 
StarWars is the greatest movie ever, since it is one of the 
most financially successful films of all times…
(financial success does not relate to artistic quality)

*Emotional stress: 
It has to be true! It is so painful to think otherwise.. 

*Power by numbers:
Millions cannot be wrong… (well..) 



Logical fallacies- in Climate discussion: 

Ambiguity-
Climate science (or all science fields for that matter) is complex and is hard to grasp all the causes and relations

Giving evidences that are not logically relevant to the conclusion presented-
CO2 is only 0.04% of the atmosphere. So it cant affect that much… 
(well, in fact, similar to many other substances, small amounts can have strong effects)

Oversimplification-
CO2 is plant food- therefore more CO2 means better growth for plants. 
Wrong! Plants indeed use CO2 for energy, but they also rely on delicate balance in water supply and narrow 
temperature range. 

Single cause- ignoring multiple factors: 
Climate has changed before humans, so this one is really not about us. 
Wrong again! If something was the cause once- it does not mean it is always the case.  
Always be aware of co-dependence and positive feedback. 

Critical digestion 



Impossible expectations

Question:
Do you believe science should provide absolute proof? 

Do you think high level of expectations can be biased (gender/race)?

Can you find examples for unrealistic expectations from your experience? Personal/professinal?  

Demanding higher levels of evidence after receiving requested evidence.

*Sea level was proven to increase. 
Then came the demand to prove the rate of rise- is it accelerating? 

John Cook
@johnfocook

Critical digestion 



Cherry picking

Cherry picking involves selectively focusing on data that leads to a conclusion different from the conclusion that arise 
looking at all available data (Cook, Ellerton, & Kinkead, 2018).

Hansen et al., PNAS September 26, 2006

Critical digestion 



Anecdote relies on isolated examples rather than scientific evidence in order to draw misleading conclusions

The fact that its snowing doesn’t mean 
it is not getting warmer- despite the 
snowball solid proof, 2014 was actually 
measured to be extremely hot. 

Slothful induction ignores relevant evidence when coming to a conclusion

The sun is causing global warming Over the last few decades, global temperatures have 
increased while solar activity decreased

But actually… 

Some glaciers are actually growing! 
what are you talking about melting 
then? 

Well, glaciers can grow because of other factors, not related 
to warming, as local precipitation

But actually… 

Critical digestion 

Cherry picking



Conspiracy
Critical digestion 



And finally- our phycology:

https://mbird.com/

Critical digestion 

Our brain has a limit to its capacity for new information
Psychological biases is the tendency to selectively use information, tends to increase under pressure



And finally- our phycology:

Over confidence- when we feel we are knowledgeable over this topic, we might disregard the logical process, 
forget certain facts. 

Confirmation bias: 
People tend to attribute greater weight to information that confirms prior beliefs relative to disconfirming evidence. 
Our psychological tendency is to focus on opponents’ weaker arguments

Critical digestion 

Jumping to conclusions- making a decisions before receiving full information

Avoiding responsibility- ignoring all impactors, and tending to cast blame on others- prone to stereotypes

Question: Can you think of examples from your personal experience? 



In the 1850s, Eunice Foote, an amateur scientist and activist for women’s rights, made a remarkable discovery about 
greenhouse gases that could have helped form the foundation of modern climate science.

In her 1856 paper about the experiment, “Circumstances Affecting the Heat of the Sun’s Rays,” she wrote that a cylinder 
with moist air became warmer than one with dry air.  A cylinder filled with carbon dioxide warmed even more, and, once 
removed from the light, “it was many times as long in cooling.”

From Climate Change to Gender Bias
Critical digestion 



From Climate Change to Gender Bias

Implicit bias test:

https://implicit.harvard.edu/implicit/takeatest.html

Critical digestion 

Picture a scientist



Step 1: click on “I wish to proceed”



Step 2: choose “Gender-Career IAT”

Step 3: Continue



Step 4: Read the instructions

1 2
Step 5: Start



Be aware! Mindfulness. 
Examine your emotional response. What is your motivation? Do you feel social pressure? Do you feel 
intimidated? 

Consider the opposite-
Imagine the data you encounter leads to the opposite conclusion

Discuss with others- Don’t be afraid to challenge your beliefs. 

Take time to process- Don’t rush into conclusions

Embrace the uncomfortable. 
(Rebecca Baugh, MSc at TUD )

Our phycology-Tools for awareness:

How to minimize our psychological bias?

Ground Rules 



Critical means: 

* Have some scepticism (positive), 
* Refer to the general context of knowledge in the field 
* Look for the background and the orientation of the information source.

* Ask questions: Is the data sufficient to drive the statements given? 
Was the methodology fitting to the questions, and was it shown to be reproducible? 
Are there other approaches/alternative solutions? 

* Be critical about your own view: 

Before reading- what was my initial response to the title and the summary (before getting the full information). Curiosity? 
Resentment? 

After reading- did we refer to the thought process or just to the data presented? Or both? Do we agree/disagree? Why? 
Do we have sufficient background in the field? 

Critical Thinking and Education
By John E. McPeck

Ground Rules 



Last year was hotter than the 
previous year. That means the 

globe is warming.

Statement #1

True or False

Test Questions



Last year was hotter than the 
previous year. That means the 

globe is warming.

Statement #1

True or False

Test Questions



A scientific idea that is tested 
over and over must be wrong 
or bad, because it keeps being 

tested.

Statement #4

True or False

Test Questions



A scientific idea that is tested 
over and over must be wrong 
or bad, because it keeps being 

tested.

Statement #4

True or False

Test Questions



There is no way to reasonably 
determine whether any 

observed climate change is 
because of human activity.

Statement #7

True or False

Test Questions



There is no way to reasonably 
determine whether any 

observed climate change is 
because of human activity.

Statement #7

True or False

Test Questions



Climate models for the future 
cannot be right because we 

cannot even predict the 
temperature 10 days from 

now.

Statement #11

True or False

Test Questions



Climate models for the future 
cannot be right because we 

cannot even predict the 
temperature 10 days from 

now.

Statement #11

True or False

Test Questions



Scientists do not “believe” 
that atmospheric CO2 is 
increasing, rather, they 

“accept” that atmospheric 
CO2 in increasing.

Statement #12

True or False

Test Questions



Scientists do not “believe” 
that atmospheric CO2 is 
increasing, rather, they 

“accept” that atmospheric 
CO2 in increasing.

Statement #12

True or False

Test Questions



Part B- after Coffee break- active discussion groups
1. Lets go back to the statements from the beginning:

2. Pick one that raised high emotional response
Can you pinpoint why you are emotionally involved? 
How knowledgeable are you in this field (1-10)?

2. Now imagine you hear this statement from one of your students. How would you respond? 

3. You have 15 min to collect information on-line on this topic. You have free choice of resources

4. You have 10 minutes to write down your main arguments (shortly): True/False + justifications + specify resources. 

5.  Last 30 min: discussion. One presents while the others play a role of “teachers”-
reflecting on the manner of conversion according to the rules given. 
(for example, the statement is logically incorrect/selectively ignores other evidence..)

https://laurakmcb.wordpress.com/

1. The responsibility of recycling is on the consumer rather than companies
2. Tik-Tok is damaging to youth
3. Covid vaccines should be mandatory
4. Porn sites are part of free internet and should not be restricted
5. Social media platforms (as Facebook) should be tightly regulated



Summary

*Critical digestion of information requires high level of awareness to our own bias and limited capacity

*To make a critical digestion of information given, you need to place it within general context- don’t accept only 
information/opinion that confirms your prior believes. Challenge yourself

*Ask questions according to the classifications specified here- are the tools used to verify the agenda given suitable to 
provide the information? Are we given a broad perspective, also referring to opposing opinions? 
Is the logical process correct, or rather jumping into conclusions based on little information?
What is the orientation of the source? 

*Be aware to social pressure. Phrase your arguments in a manner that allows the opposing side to listen and respond

*Use every opportunity to practice. Talk to people with different approaches. Listen and ask questions that point to 
the thought process
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